Imagine…

…an event that brings together motorcycle consumers,
trade and the press in one place at one time…
…timing that is ideal for introducing the
upcoming new models, showcasing the latest
aftermarket products, writing dealer orders
and connecting with customers…

…a location that is conducive to the business of motorcycling and one that is easy to get to, weather-friendly
and a destination people actually want to go to…
…features and exhibits designed to appeal to all
types of motorcyclists – from cruiser riders to
off-roaders and everyone in between…

…an educational program that makes you smarter, more
competitive, better informed and helps you sell more…
…a focused media presence

that is interested in your business – and reporting on it…
Location is Not

Everything.

It’s the Only Thing
The inaugural AIMExpo will take
place at the Orange County Convention Center in beautiful and
sunny Orlando, Florida. International appeal, ample facilities and
convenient access make Orlando
the perfect home for North America’s newest and most important
motorcycle event.
Orlando is easy to get to and conducive to doing business. Flights are
plentiful with many direct options.
The Orange County Convention Center is a stunning venue for indoor
and outdoor features and exhibits
including demo rides, hospitality,
education, media activities, seminars, meetings, training and more.
World-class entertainment, lodging
and dining offer attendees the option of additional recreational activities during their time surrounding
AIMExpo. The all-inclusive nature of
the event combined with Orlando’s
amenities makes this a true destination experience.
Conducting business in Orlando is cost
effective and efficient. Logistics, transportation, travel and lodging costs
compare favorably to any convention
site in the United States resulting in a
positive ROI for your company.

... You’ve just
imagined the

AIMExpo!

AIMExpo is timed to strategically benefit the industry. Set
for Fall 2013, AIMExpo will provide manufacturers with the
stage to introduce new products to dealers, consumers and
the media prior to the key selling months. OEM and aftermarket alike will showcase their latest products, take orders and
gain valuable customer insight
which can positively affect producIt’s All in
tion. Consumers will enjoy the
the Timing unprecedented opportunity to
indulge their passion for motorcycling in an environment that will spur purchasing decisions.
Media professionals will connect with products, people and
information resulting in storylines for months.
All will enjoy a stimulating, five-day event that will energize
and expand motorcycling by creating positive change, growth
and awareness.
AIMExpo will make you smarter. You’ll come away energized with new ideas provided by leading thinkers from
within and outside the industry. Round
table presentations, panel discussions, seminars and key subject classes are just a few of
the learning opportunities at AIMExpo.

campaign can improve your bottom line? Find out here.
Interested in the latest thinking on measuring sales
effectiveness? We have you covered. Ever
wondered what the buzz over crowd sourcing
is all about? Let the experts tell you.

Teach Me

Want to understand how an effective social media

And, mirroring its core vision, AIMExpo’s curriculum
will be designed for both trade and consumer attendees.

Endemic and non-endemic media are central to AIMExpo.
Dedicated press days will include media introductions and tours
providing a steady stream
news to feed an informaTell Me a Story of
tion-hungry motorcycling
community.
Media will directly access the products and information unique
to the motorcycling world.
Professional moto journalists will enjoy a fully functional media
lounge to connect with industry leaders, innovators and celebrities.

Forget Everything
The AIMExpo will change the way you think about motorcycle trade and consumer shows.
Its superior location and logical timing alone make it the best option. Factor in fresh thinking provided by an engaged, industry-connected staff – combined with a significantly better value proposition – and the choice becomes clear: It’s time to take AIME!
Toll Free:

All categories of motorcycling – and motorcyclists –
are welcome. Unlike some industry shows that focus on a narrow niche, AIMExpo will be the broadest, most all-encompassing
event in North America.
Exclusively
Why? Because while the
Inclusive
industry may embrace
categorization, riders don’t.
Sport bike enthusiasts also ride off-road. Cruiser
riders hunt on their ATVs. And, everyone wants
to be in the know and up on the latest developments. From the business side, best practices
apply whether one is an independent performance
shop, an apparel retailer or the biggest multi-line
franchise dealer in the state. Enthusiasts don’t
limit themselves. Why should AIMExpo?

1-855-MCSHOWS

Online:

www.aimexpousa.com

Finally, Genuine Industry Partnership
AIMExpo is produced by Marketplace Events Motorcycle Group, the newest division of industry leader
Marketplace Events. MPE connects enthusiasts
with experts, products and services in dynamic
face-to-face environments. MPE produces over 31
consumer shows annually in 21 markets attracting
14,000 exhibitors, 1 million attendees and another
1 million unique web visitors.
Managed by experienced experts who bring an
enthusiast’s passion to their work, AIMExpo will
be the first trade and consumer event designed
to serve the needs of the industry. A refreshing
focus on customer service will result in a new
way of conducting business.
How? Because your success is our success
and AIMExpo is produced by motorcyclists for
motorcyclists.
MOTORCYCLE GROUP

